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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Lynn Sveinson, Chair, 2014 - present
Lynn is an experienced and pragmatic organizational leader, with expertise in strategic planning, facilitation, crossfunctional team development, budgeting and reporting. Lynn was a key leader at Climate Change Central, acting as
Chief Operating Officer where she was responsible for C3’s strategic planning, operations coordination, budgeting,
and financial reporting until its closure in 2014. Prior to C3, Lynn held senior advisory and strategy development
positions in the oil and gas sector. She has used innovative technologies and methodologies in planning, such as
system thinking, game theory, and future search conferences. Lynn has held key roles during business process
reengineering and change management initiatives.

Carol-Ann Brown, Vice President, 2014 - present
Carol-Ann leads the Delphi Group Calgary team, working with the oil and gas sector, utilities, the public sector and
clean technology companies on a wide variety of projects in the areas of climate change and sustainability. CarolAnn is also the Operations Director for the Low Carbon Innovation Alliance. Carol-Ann brings 15 years of experience
in clean energy and environmental technology development and commercialization. Her international and multidisciplinary experience focuses on the environment/energy nexus, encompassing a broad range of issues including
emissions trading, policy analysis and formulation, and program development; and environmental technology
assessment, development and commercialization. Carol-Ann was formerly the Director of Offsets Development and
Industry Relations for Climate Change Central, and a Policy Advisor in the Air Quality and Climate Change Branch of
the Ontario Ministry of the Environment. She has a PhD in Geography, focusing on wind power commercialization,
and a Master of Science in Environmental Change & Management, from the University of Oxford. Carol-Ann is
currently board Chair for the Calgary Chapter of Connecting Environmental Professionals, is a director on the board
of the All One Sky Foundation, and is a member of the Rhodes Scholars Selection Committee for the Prairie Region.

Wendy Hennel, Treasurer, 2014 - present
Wendy is the Finance Manager at Attainable Homes Calgary Corporation and former Finance Manager at Climate
Change Central. Wendy has financial experience and expertise in both the not-for-profit and for-profit sectors. She
has a keen interest in the relationship between climate change, housing and health. Wendy is a graduate of
University of Calgary and holds a CPA, CGA designation.

Helen Corbett, Executive Director, 2014 - present
Helen has worked as a writer, editor and communications consultant for over three decades. She has specialized in
communicating complex environmental issues to the general public, with a particular interest in climate change and
its impact on vulnerable populations. Helen’s work in the climate change field includes 14 years supervising
communications for Alberta’s Climate Change Central, and more recently, as executive director of the environmental
charity, All One Sky Foundation. Prior to that, Helen spent 17 years making documentary films and researching Aleut
sealing cultures in the Russian Far East and Alaska. Helen is a Research Associate at the Arctic Institute of North
America, University of Calgary. She was a Ford Fellow in environmental politics, University of California, Berkeley;
and received two Mesa Refuge fellowships for environmental writing.

